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Los Angeles, CA (PRESS RELEASE) May 12, 2010 – Colocation America, a 
leading colocation server hosting company, announced today its achievement 
of 100% uptime for colocation hosting and dedicated server hosting for all of 
2009. Colocation America’s constant uptime is a result of its rigorous 
standards for redundant power, premium bandwidth, hardware and software 
quality, and employee training and certification. Colocation America 
guarantees 100% uptime on all its hosting services. 

“The difference between 99.99% uptime and 100% uptime could mean 
significant loss of revenue and diminished reputation, not to mention 
dissatisfied customers,” says Michael Trunkett, President of Colocation 
America. “That's why Colocation America doesn’t offer less than 100% 
uptime for all colocation hosting and dedicated server hosting clients.” 

Constant uptime and connectivity contributes to employees receiving up-to-
the-minute information and maintaining high performance. With Colocation 
America's 100% uptime guarantee, businesses can deliver attentive and 
responsive customer support. Businesses no longer have to work as diligently 
to counter the damage that any downtime could inflict on their reputation. 

“Colocation America’s mission is to provide you with the IT foundation you 
need to perform seamlessly in every area, including super-fast data 
transmissions, clear VOIP and web video conferencing, and 100% uptime,” 
says Trunkett. “The 100% uptime achieved in 2009 is exactly what our 
customers can rely on, so you never have to worry about delays or system 
failures.” 

To achieve 100% uptime in 2009, Colocation America’s data centers 
combined several redundancies in each data center including multiple points 
of entry, constant monitoring of network configuration, failsafe routing, and 
the continuous attention of highly skilled network engineers. Colocation 
America guarantees that level of service to every client at all times. 



“You need reliable coloacation and dedicated server hosting not only to 
function well as a business, but to establish yourself as an industry leader,” 
said Trunkett.“We scrutinize every step of the hosting process to maximize 
security, efficiency, and reliability so you get 100% uptime, 100% 
dependability, and 100% satisfaction.” 

Customers looking for reliable colocation hosting and 100% uptime based on 
state-of-the-art software and hardware, certified and experienced engineers, 
and leading service partners are encouraged to 
visit www.colocationamerica.com to learn more about Colocation America’s 
colocation, dedicated server hosting, and managed server hosting. 

About Colocation America, Inc.  
Established in 2000, Colocation America has grown to become one of the 
most reliable colocation hosting providers nationally. Based in Los Angeles, 
California, Colocation America was built from the ground up by professional 
engineers with a vision of delivering a fully integrated, trusted colocation 
server hosting service. Colocation America Corporation has earned a 
reputation with its attention to detail, highly qualified technicians and 
commitment to the latest data center technology. 

Colocation America’s primary data centers are located in the world famous 
"One Wilshire" building (West Coast Hub) and 60 Hudson (East Coast Hub) in 
Los Angeles and in New York. Colocation America’s data center locations 
provide maximum scalability and connectivity to major fiber carriers and can 
connect to virtually any backbone provider. Colocation America has direct 
access to over 240 bandwidth providers around the world and can scale 
Internet connectivity to meet client needs. 

For more information contact Colocation America at 1-800-296-8915, 
emailSales@ColocationAmerica.com, Twitter us @ColocationUSA, and visit 
www.ColocationAmerica.com. 
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